Spontaneous recovery of conditioned eyeblink responses is associated with transiently decreased cerebellar theta activity in guinea pigs.
Behavioral studies have demonstrated that extinguished conditioned eyeblink responses (CR) can spontaneously recover after extinction. However, the neural mechanisms underlying this process are still unclear. We have shown that spontaneous cerebellar theta activity was predictive of subsequent CR extinction. Here, we sought to further evaluate the association between spontaneous recovery and cerebellar theta activity in behaving guinea pigs. It was found that trace conditioning training significantly diminished the degree of spontaneous recovery during extinction sessions as compared to delay training. Moreover, by recording local field potential in the cerebellum of guinea pigs undergoing an eyeblink conditioning extinction task, we found that spontaneous recovery of delay-paradigm CRs was associated with transiently decreased CS-evoked theta activity in the cerebellum. These findings suggest that decreased CS-evoked cerebellar theta activity may contribute to the neural process that is important for the spontaneous recovery of extinguished motor memory. Future studies are needed to clarify the neural mechanism underlying changed cerebellar theta activity during altered behavioral contingencies.